
   Class Notes 

Class: 11 

 

Topic: Definitions and short note explaination:- 

Nritta , Nritya ,Natya , Tandava and Lasya. 

Subject: Dance(Kathak) 

 

NRITTA. 
Nritta means pure dance , a presentation of rhythm through graceful movement of the body . It  

always reflects the mood , Bhava and Rasa underlying the compositions sung for dance . It is important   

For its pure beauty . This presentation of dance does not stress on facial expressions . Footwork is given 

Prominence in this . Beat and tempo are the guiding factors for the synchronization between the rhythm 

and time . Abhinaya  Darpan defines nritta  as bodily movements without evoking  Rasa Bhava. Nritta 

figures in the first part of a dance performance . It involves bodily movements and consists of chari ,  

Angaharans , Karanas, Bhramaris etc. 

 

NRITYA 
Nritya consists of footwork and Abhinaya. It relates to Rasa and psychological state . Angika abhinaya  

relating  to Hasta , eyes , eye brows , lips etc are very important in Nritya . It can be termed as the explanatory 

aspect of dance where hand gestures and facial expressions convey the meaning of the lyrics of the  

Performing song. Bhava of the dancer is of prime importance in it so it can also be considered as the  

miming aspect of dance. The term is believed to have derived from Nrit , meaning bodily movements. 

Nritya is considered to be that form of dance that suggests both Bhava and Rasa . It combines all the three 

Forms of Abhinaya , namely Angika , Vachika and Sattvika. 

 

NATYA 
Natya means abhinaya and it is the combined manifestation of bhava , rasa and abhinaya . The term natya  

Is derived from the root Nat , meaning movement and to mean to dance or act . It can also be considered 

as the combination of Layl , isai and nataka i.e. Literature , music and drama. Thus, Natya is telling the story 

Through dance and music or laya and abhinaya or nritta and natya. 

Bharata described Natya as pure abhinaya having six angas such as postures , words , gestures , expressions 



of temperament , music and rasa . Facial abhinaya is very important in natya . 

 The movements of Nritta , Nritya and Natya should always be in accordance with the primary standards of 

dance . Laya found in Nritta in combination with bhava become Nritya , which in turn when combined with   

gestures and actions becomes Natya . Natya will ultimately be impressive as well as effective only when there 

is a harmony between the bodily movements of the dance and emotional expressions of the abhinaya  . All  

the great dancers display a perfect blend of all three in each of their performances . 

 

TANDAVA 
Tandava is a divine dance performed by the Hindu god. The Hindu scriptures narrate various occasions when   

gods have performed the Tandava . The Bhagavata Purana talks of Krishna dancing his Tandava on the head    

of the serpent Kaliya. Shiva is said to have performed the Rudra Tandava to express his grief and anger . 

In these dance gods show their expressions while dancing , when Sati jumped into the agni kunda in  

Daksha’s Yagna and gave her life . Ganesha the son of Shiva is depicted as Ashtabhya tandavsa nritya murti  

(eight armed form of Ganesha dancing the Tandava). 

Tandava as performed in the sacred dance-drama of India , has vigorous , brisk movements performed with 

Joy , the dance called Ananda Tandava . Performed in a violent mood , the dance is called Rudra Tandava. 

The types of Tandava found in texts :-  

1-Ananda Tandava. 

2-Tripura Tandava. 

3-Sandhya Tandava. 

4-Gauri Tandava. 

5-Kalika Tandava. 

6-Uma Tandava. 

7-Samhara Tandava. 

 

LASYA 
The term Lasya , in the context of Hindu mythology  describes the dance performed by Goddess Parvati as it 

Expresses happiness and is filled with grace and beauty . She is believed to have danced the lasya in response 

to the male energy of the cosmic dance of Tandava performed by Lord Shiva . In a literal sense , Lasya means 



beauty, happiness, enchanting grace.  

Lasya is an element which is graceful , delicate and expresses emotions on a gentle level. It is associated with 

the dance  of women because Parvati , the consort of Lord Shiva taught it to Usha (daughter of sage Banasura)   

Then she passed on this art to women . Lasya is mainly of4 types :-  

1-Shrinkala    2- Lata      3-Pindi     4-Bhedyaka. 
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